NOTES:

1. MATERIALS:
   HOUSING - BLACK THERMOPLASTIC
   CONTACTS - COPPER ALLOY GOLD PLATED
   PUSH BUTTON/SPRING - COPPER ALLOY NICKEL PLATED
   GROUND SPRING - COPPER ALLOY SILVER PLATED

2. OPERATING SPECS:
   OPERATING/STORAGE TEMP: -30°C TO 80°C
   RATED VOLTAGE/RATE CURRENT: 50V/7.5A
   INSULATION RESISTANCE: 1/4 JACK: 100MΩ, XLR: INTIAL 2GΩ,
                             AFTER DAMP HEAT:>0.5GΩ
   CONTACT RESISTANCE:  1/4 JACK: 50mΩ,
                         XLR: 30mΩ
   DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 1/4 JACK: 0.5mA, AC 500V.
                          XLR: 0.5mA, AC 500V
   LIFE: 1/4 JACK: 2,000 CYCLES.
          XLR: 1000 CYCLES

3. THIS PRODUCT IS RoHS COMPLIANT
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